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10 Steps to Improving
Employee Driver Safety
By
Phil Moser

Successful
driver safety
programs
have one
thing in
common:
Driver
safety is a
pervasive
part of the
culture.

H

istorically, traffic crashes are the leading
cause of death for American workers. Nearly 25% of worker fatalities occur from vehicle collisions each year. Yet, driver safety rarely
receives the same level of attention as other areas of
employee safety. Fortunately, things are changing.
Since the ANSI Z15.1 standard on driver safety was
published, awareness of driver safety has been elevated. That’s great news, since the problem must be
recognized before it can be corrected. Once the
problem has been identified, then what?
Safety professionals must be familiar with the
steps necessary to create a comprehensive fleet safety initiative that will improve employee safety. This
article describes a 10-step, best practices approach
that will help any safety professional create an effective driver safety initiative.
Step 1: Understand the Problem
To justify undertaking a driver safety initiative, it
is necessary to understand the scope of the problem.
Consider these facts. In 2004:
•6.3 million vehicle crashes were reported involving 12 million drivers;
•3 million of those drivers were injured;

•42,636 driving-related deaths occurred, which
equals 117 deaths per day.
One in 15 average American drivers will be involved in a vehicle collision over the next year. One
in 45 average American drivers will be involved in
an injury-producing collision over the next year.
And, 1 in 65 average American drivers will be involved in a fatal collision during their lifetime. But, is
an employee driver really an “average” driver? Consider that the average driver logs 10,000 to 12,000
miles per year, while the typical business driver logs
about 25,000 miles a year, placing the employee driver at much greater risk of a collision.
To determine your organization’s crash history
and risk level, first calculate the crash rate (the percentage of drivers involved in a crash annually), as
well as the number of injuries, lost workdays and
workers’ compensation claims resulting from crashes.
Step 2: Set Achievable Goals
Successful driver safety programs have one
thing in common: Driver safety is a pervasive part
of the culture. Setting achievable goals will help
develop such a culture and guide your organization to success.

SPOTLIGHT
Best
Practices

Substance
Abuse
A Supervisor’s Guide to
Reasonable Suspicion
Testing, from J.J. Keller,
provides DOT-required
training for supervisors.
Program details what
behaviors to look for
when determining reasonable suspicion of
alcohol misuse and controlled-substance abuse.
The 20-min video
defines reasonable
suspicion, and includes a
trainer’s guide, six workbooks, six observed
behavior reasonable
suspicion record forms
and a Trainer Tools
CD-ROM.
Request 25 at
www.psads.info.
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Safety Training
Fatal crashes of 15-passenger vans can be caused by driver
inexperience and lack of formal training. Defensive Driving:
15-Passenger Van, a new video program from Coastal Training
Technologies, provides drivers with important safety tips to
help them operate the vehicles efficiently and avoid accidents.
Program includes live-action sequences of safe driving and
animated recreations of rollover crashes to provide viewers with
the do’s and don’ts of 15-passenger van driving.
Request 26 at www.psads.info.
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It is also important to establish the crash reduction goals on a quarterly, semiannual and annual
basis. These goals must not only be realistic and
attainable, but also challenging. Goals keep safety
on the minds of drivers.
Step 3: Enlist Help
Understand that you cannot undertake a driver
safety program alone. Seek help from employees in
various divisions of the organization. For example,
the human resources staff can help build a case for
driver safety by emphasizing the human element of
safety. Fleet management staff can also help justify
the initiative, since they see the damage, lost assets
and costs resulting from collisions.
Risk management staff should be involved, since
managing risk is what driver safety is all about. If
your organization’s vehicles are insured, a reduced
crash rate will result in reduced insurance rates. If the
organization is self-insured, the savings from a reduced crash rate will fall directly on the bottom line.
Finally, involving the legal department is critical
for two reasons: They can help ensure the initiative
is within all applicable legal guidelines, and they
can emphasize the benefits of driver safety in terms
of the reduced exposure to litigation.
Step 4: Secure Management Buy-In
No initiative will work without upper management support. Senior managers control the money
and they also set the priorities. If it is important to
the boss, it will be important to the employee.
Most managers understand that creating a safe
work environment is a fundamental requirement of
running a successful business. The driving environment should be no exception. With management
buy-in, much can be done to create the safest work
environment possible for employee drivers.
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To obtain management support, first articulate the
human element: How vehicle collisions impact
workers’ compensation, lost workdays and qualityof-life issues. Next, quantify the return on investment from a driver safety initiative. Create math
models that consider all losses resulting from crashes, including workers’ compensation, lost productivity, litigation, and vehicle repairs and replacement.
Industry sources estimate the cost of an employee
crash at $16,000, including $10,000 in direct costs
(e.g., property damage, personal injury and workers’
compensation claims) and $6,000 in indirect costs
(e.g., lost productivity and lost sales). Contrast those
expenses to the savings that can be achieved with a
reduced crash rate. The fiscal benefits of a driver
safety initiative will soon become apparent.
Step 5: Develop Policies
You must also create fair and comprehensive
driver safety policies such as driver’s license requirements, standards for the frequency of driver’s
license records checks, hiring standards, an action
plan for problem employees, training requirements
and safety incentives.
Step 6: Run Records Checks
It is imperative that driver’s license records
checks be performed on all drivers. However, systems must be in place to help manage these records.
You must also be prepared to take immediate action
on drivers with poor records.
There are 50 states with 50 different motor vehicle
codes, which makes it difficult to interpret driving
records across states. Use a system that interprets
these records and provides a common point system,
assessing the same number of points for a given violation, regardless of the state. The points should be
Best Practices continued on page 42

Simulation
Technology
Virtual Driver
Interactive uses
advanced virtual
simulation technology combined with
an extensive, driving curriculum to
improve the readiness of drivers to
operate safely in
various of driving
situations. Simulators can create
unique or dangerous situations in
a manner that a
company would not
create behind the
wheel of a real
automobile.
Program allows
trainees to practice
potentially dangerous scenarios in a safe environment and increases their knowledge retention by
requiring them to demonstrate what they have
learned. Program enables more consistent and
objective reporting as well.
Request 27 at www.psads.info.

Fleet Safety
ASSE/ANSI’s Z15.1
standard provides
guidelines for
developing a motor
vehicle safety
program. The
standard provides
requirements for
developing driver
safety policies and
procedures, applying to organization-owned and
leased vehicles for
business and personal use, and also
rental vehicles for
business use. Areas
covered include
impaired, distracted
or aggressive
driving practices;
driver qualifications
and training;
recordkeeping;
incident reporting;
and data analysis.
Request 28 at
www.psads.info.

With management
buy-in, much
can be done
to create the
safest work
environment
possible for
employee
drivers.

Fleet Safety
Monitoring
Safety Alert
Network Inc. is a
third-party vehicle
monitoring and reporting company.
Trained operators
receive and screen
calls from citizens
nationwide, 24
hours a day yearround. System helps
companies reduce
accidents and manage fleet safety. Information is entered into a secure database
where it is used to generate custom crossindustry, benchmark performance reports.
Request 29 at www.psads.info.

Event Recorder
DriveCam’s palm-sized video event
recorder improves driver behavior and
assesses liability in collisions. Recorder is
mounted behind the rearview mirror to
capture sights and sounds in and out of
the vehicle. Forces such as hard braking,
swerving or collision cause the recorder to
save 20 sec of audio and video footage
before and after the triggered event.
Request 30 at www.psads.info.
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appropriate to the severity of the infraction (e.g., a stop sign violation may result
in 2 points, while a DUI violation may
result in 10 points).
You must also obtain information on
your drivers’ crash history, but keep in
mind that only reportable crashes (those
involving injury, death or the need to tow
a vehicle) will show on a driver’s record.
For a true assessment of the driver’s crash
history, you need to capture all crash data.
Next, classify drivers into risk levels
based on the number of points they have
accumulated and determine the appropriate safety intervention for each group. For
example, Level I drivers may be required
to complete a computer-based training
program, while Level II drivers may need
a more active intervention, such as a classroom and behind-the-wheel program. A
driver who reaches Level III may require
a one-on-one training intervention; termination may also be a consideration.
Various industry suppliers can help
conduct driver’s license records checks,
develop points systems, obtain crash
data and provide safety intervention for
drivers at different risk levels.
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Step 7: Educate Drivers
Helping drivers who are having safety
problems is a great way to teach accountability. However, it is not possible to hold
drivers accountable if they do not have
basic knowledge of safe driving. Drivers
cannot be held accountable for an avoidable collision if they are not aware of safedriving principles. Therefore, companies
must provide drivers with safe-driving
information, and maintain records on the
safety education offered.
Step 8: Begin at the Beginning
Statistics prove that new hires crash
more often than tenured drivers. In fact,
the crash rate for employees is especially
high during their first 12 months on the
job. This stands to reason, as new employees are learning new tasks, often in unfamiliar vehicles and in new surroundings.
Learning the new job can also distract
them, and they may be overloading their
schedules to impress their employer.
Providing new hires with driver safety training from the start will help them
stay safe behind the wheel. Doing so
will also set the right tone, as the importance of safe driving will be elevated if
the topic is part of new-hire orientation.
Step 9: Address Field Managers
Managers who are directly responsible for the organization’s drivers can
make or break a safety initiative. These
managers may tell drivers, “Go, go go,”
or “Safety first. Now, go, go, go.” If safe
driving is not important to a driver’s

immediate supervisor, it will not be important to the driver.
Teach managers that they play a vital
role in helping to keep employee drivers
safe. Instruct them on how to conduct
safety ride-alongs, in which they travel
with the employee and provide a commentary on his/her driving. Managers
should conduct ride-alongs at least twice
per year and include them in the employee’s performance review.
Step 10: Sustain What You Achieve
Don’t waste time, money and effort
developing a driver safety initiative if
there is no plan to sustain it. You might
identify and address problem drivers, provide all drivers with initial training and
achieve great results. Unless you keep
driver safety in front of drivers, however,
those results will diminish with time.
Newsletters, e-flashes, periodic testing
and recognition of safe driving are all
effective measures that can help maintain
a safety culture.
It’s Worth the Effort
Developing a driver safety initiative is
a challenging yet achievable task. Hopefully you now have some ideas on where
to turn to improve driver safety. Driver
safety is an area of safety that can make a
big difference.
Phil Moser is national sales manager for
Advanced Driver Training Services Inc. (www
.adtsweb.com) in King of Prussia, PA. He is a
member of ASSE’s Philadelphia Chapter.

Driver Safety

Driver Training
Statistics show that operating a motor vehicle is one of the most hazardous
activities that people do each day. PureSafety’s training focuses on vehicles that generally do not fall under DOT rules and regulations, such as
autos, SUVs and pickup trucks. Components of a fleet management program are explained as are rules associated with driving a motor vehicle.
Request 31 at www.psads.info.

Collision Reporting
Crash Course: Vehicle Incident Reporting, from Comprehensive Loss
Managment Inc., is a 16-min vehicle incident reporting program that
provides drivers with an overview of the procedures to follow in the event
of a collision. Program details what information must be gathered from the
scene to conduct a successful incident investigation.
Request 32 at www.psads.info.
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Corporate Claims Management and Advanced
Driver Training Services offer Fleetguard, a comprehensive online driver safety management system.
System combines real-time crash data with information obtained through drivers’ records checks,
which enables safety, risk and fleet managers to
identify problem drivers. In addition, points leveling
system manages the vast quantity of information
received through drivers’ records checks. System
automatically categorizes at-risk drivers into various
risk levels and provides interventions—including
online, classroom and behind-the-wheel training—
appropriate to the level of risk assigned. System also
allows for immediate post-incident coaching
for incidents or violations.
Request 33 at www.psads.info.

Defensive
Driving
FirstNet Learning
Inc. delivers online
defensive driving
courses for many
types of drivers. The
Professional Truck
Driver Training course uses state-of-the-art
animation, narration and interactive screens that
teach employees defensive driving techniques
which help them avoid collisions and violations.
Request 34 at www.psads.info.

